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Abstract—Memories are currently a real bottleneck to design
high speed and energy-efficient systems-on-chip. A significant increase of the performance gap between processors and memories
is observed. On the other hand, an important proportion of total
power is spent on memory systems due to the increasing trend
of embedding volatile memory into systems-on-chip. For these
reasons, STT-MRAM (Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetic Random
Access Memory) is seen as a promising alternative solution to
traditional SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) thanks to
its negligible leakage current, high density, and non-volatility.
Nevertheless, the strategy of the same footprint replacement is
constrained by the high write energy/latency of STT-MRAM.
This paper performs a fine-grained evaluation of the cache
organization to propose a hybrid cache memory architecture
including both SRAM and STT-MRAM technologies.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND R ELATED W ORKS
Several studies, for instance in [1], [2], [3], explored the
combination of STT-MRAM and SRAM to propose fast and
low-power cache memories. Novel management techniques
have been proposed to mitigate the high write energy/latency
of STT-MRAM based cache such as in [4], [5], [6]. Other
works explored the performance improvement of STT-MRAM
by reducing the retention time [7], [8].
This paper evaluates a novel hybrid cache architecture by
building the tag arrays and the data arrays with two different
memory technologies (SRAM and STT-MRAM). A finedgrained exploration at circuit level thanks to NVSim [9] and
at architecture level thanks to gem5 [10] and McPAT [11] was
carried out to achieve the best tradeoff regarding the three
metrics: latency, power, area. Compared to other technologies
such as Phase-Change Memory (PCM) and Resistive memory
(RRAM), STT-MRAM is clearly the most competitive in
terms of access latency according to the state of the art [12].
Moreover, STT-MRAM demonstrates a very high endurance
(about 1015 cycles [13]) which is essential for frequently
accessed memories such as caches. Regarding the circuit
implementation, this work proposes a hybrid memory by
exploiting the inherent architecture of cache with separated
tag arrays and data arrays. Hence, the design of such a hybrid
cache is more convenient for manufacturing than previous
solutions which divide tag arrays and data arrays into different
regions to consider different memory technologies [2], [3].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II is
dedicated to the circuit-level analysis, Section III presents the

hybrid cache and its performances, a system-level analysis is
presented in Section IV and Section V concludes this paper.
II. C IRCUIT- LEVEL ANALYSIS
This section focuses on the performance analysis of the tag
array and the data array of a cache memory considering different associativities and different cache sizes, for a technology
node of 32 nm.
The cache line size is fixed at 64 Bytes and a room
temperature is considered. This study was performed thanks
to NVSim, a performance, energy, and area estimator for NonVolatile Memories (NVM) which uses an empirical modeling
methodology based on the well-known CACTI [14]. Based
on circuit-level data of single bit cell and the desired memory
architecture information such as capacity, data width, and type
of memory (e.g. Cache, RAM, CAM), NVSim estimates the
access time, the access energy, and the total area of a complete
NVM chip. This tool also includes optimization settings (e.g.
buffer design optimization) and various design constraints to
facilitate the design space exploration before the fabrication
of the actual NVM chip.
A. Tag array
Tag array is a small, every clock cycle accessed memory
containing the upper part of the memory address. This suggest that low read latency and low power consumption are
mandatory requirement in an efficient cache organization.
1) 32 kB cache: The memory organization for a small cache
size (here 32 kB) was first explored.
TABLE I
A SSOCIATIVITY IMPACT ON CACHE ORGANIZATION
Associativity

2

4

8

16

Bank

1x1

1x1

1x1

1x1

Mat

1x1

1x1

2x1

1x1

Sub-array

256x72

128x148

64x152

32x164

The associativity impact on the cache sub-array organization
is reported in Table I. When doubling the associativity degree,
the tag array size increases by around 5%. The same result is
predictable using the following relation:
T agArraySize = T agSize ∗ N oSets ∗ N oW ays

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Tag sub-array read latency in a 32 kB cache (a) SRAM tag array (b)
STT-MRAM tag array

Fig. 2. Tag array read latency (1 MB cache)

Where:
• TagSize is the tag field of the memory address, which
increases by 1 bit when the associativity is doubled.
• NoSets is the number of sets (i.e. the number of cache
line per tag array).
• NoWays is the number of ways (i.e. the number of tag
arrays).
As the number of rows per columns changes, the weight of
the peripheral circuits on the overall performance changes too.
Since the tag array is read for each cache access, the latency
of this operation is a critical parameter.
• Tag array in SRAM
• Tag array in STT-MRAM
Fig. 1 shows that for a small size memory, the latency is
mainly due to the peripherals circuits.
Because of its small cell size, STT-MRAM based tag array
shows a negligible bitline latency. However, it remains slower
than a SRAM-based tag array because of the latency of the
peripheral circuits, especially the row decoder and the sense
amplifiers.
Because STT-MRAM requires large CMOS transistors for
the peripheral circuits, this technology is not suitable to build
tag array of cache memories according to this analysis.
2) 1 MB cache: A global performance comparison between
SRAM and STT-MRAM tag is carried out for a 1MB cache
in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Fig. 3. Tag array write latency (1 MB cache)

Fig. 4. Tag array read dynamic energy (1 MB cache)

Results concerning read and write dynamic power and
latency show a clear superiority of SRAM over STT-RAM.
Write dynamic energy and write latency are actually the two
main drawbacks linked with the physical structure of STTRAM. They penalize this technology in small cache size.
It is interesting to notice that latency results (Fig. 3 and
Fig. 2) of 8-way set associativity for STT-MRAM cache are
the highest. This is due to non linearity issues in 8-way set
and the impossibility to set some constraints in the sub-array
organization in NVSim (such as force the number of banks,
mats and sub-arrays as well as number of bit-lines connected
to the same multiplexer).
As expected, the main strength of STT-MRAM cells is in
leakage consumption as shown in Table II (only the peripheral
circuits and access transistors contribute to the static power
consumption).
TABLE II
A SSOCIATIVITY IMPACT ON LEAKAGE CONSUMPTION
Associativity

2

4

8

16

SRAM tag [mW]

96.9

100.4

102.3

105.2

STT-MRAM tag [mW]

1.1

1.5

1.5

2.2

Regarding the area (Fig. 6), STT-MRAM tag array overcomes SRAM tag array for every associativity degree, because
the bit cells area contribution become more important than the
peripheral circuits area contribution for large arrays.

Fig. 7. STT-MRAM data array size and their advantages in NVSim metrics
(worst case)
Fig. 5. Tag array write dynamic energy (1 MB cache)

Fig. 6. Tag array area (1 MB cache)

B. Data array
Data array is the part of the cache in which data are stored.
As for the tag array analysis, this section explores the impact
of the associativity on the data array performance.
• Data array in SRAM:
The overall performance of SRAM-based data array does
not change significantly when varying the associativity.
Up to 0.5% of variation is observed for the access latency.
The energy consumption remains roughly constant.
• Data array in STT-MRAM:
As for SRAM, STT-MRAM based data array keeps the
same overall performance by changing the associativity.
However, the write dynamic energy decreases linearly
with the increase of the associativity, as shown in Table III.
TABLE III
S ET / RESET DYNAMIC ENERGY AND ASSOCIATIVITY IMPACT IN A 1 MB

that is why the write dynamic energy is inverse correlated to
the associativity.
A performance comparison between the two memory technologies considering different cache sizes was explored. Results are summarized in Fig. 7.
To summarize:
• STT-MRAM arrays are better than SRAM ones concerning leakage for every data array size.
• STT-MRAM arrays are denser, and so smaller than
SRAM arrays.
• For small memory sizes, the area is dominated by peripheral circuits, so STT-MRAM is larger than SRAM.
• Still for small memory sizes, the latency is dominated by
peripheral circuits, so STT-MRAM is slower than SRAM.
• When the size is large enough to make the peripheral
circuits latency and area negligible compared to the cell
array, SRAM memory is slower for read operations and
larger than STT-MRAM.
III. H YBRID CACHE
Using the following considerations:
• For small cache size, tag array area and timing performances are dominated by peripheral circuits, and STTRAM is better than SRAM only for leakage consumption.
• For large data array, STT-MRAM is better than SRAM
for area, latency and leakage.
• Increasing associativity while keeping constant the number of columns and rows, lead to decrease the write
dynamic energy.
We propose a novel hybrid cache organized as follows:
• Tag array in SRAM
• Data array in STT-RAM

DATA ARRAY

Associativity

2

4

8

16

MuxSenseAmpl

8

4

2

1

Set/reset dynamic energy [nJ]

69.5

34.8

17.4

8.7

In Table III, MuxSenseAmpl represents the number of bitlines connected to each sense amplifier, and Set/reset dynamic
energy represent the write dynamic energy per sub-array.
If multiples bit-lines are connected to one sense amplifier,
all these bit-lines have to be biased when a single write occurs,

A. Experimental setup
Based on the observations of Section II, size and associativity are chosen for their promising results in leakage, area,
read latency, read dynamic energy and write dynamic energy:
1 MB, 16-way set associative cache.
Three transistor types were considered:
• High Performance (HP)
• Low Operating Power (LOP)
• Low Standby Power (LSTP)

Fig. 8. Hybrid cache

Fig. 10. 1 MB 16-way write latency (relative to classic SRAM)

Fig. 11. 1 MB 16-way cache read dynamic energy (relative to classic SRAM)
Fig. 9. 1 MB 16-way write dynamic energy (relative to classic SRAM)

Different access modes were also explored:
• Normal access: tag and data array are accessed in the
same clock cycle.
• Sequential access: tag array is accessed in the first clock
cycle, then only if an hit occurs the corresponding data
array is accessed during the following clock cycle.
All results, labeled with HP, LOP or LSTP, preceded by
N. (Normal) or S. (Sequential), have been normalized to the
SRAM baseline performances.
B. Performances
For each scenario, the write dynamic energy of the hybrid
cache is midway between full SRAM and full STT-MRAM
write energies (Fig. 9). As expected, a 1 MB cache memory
with hybrid banks has worst performances than a full SRAM
in write dynamic energy, due to the impact of the STT-MRAM
data array. But this is better than for full STT-MRAM, thank
to the SRAM tag array.
This improvement will also limit the power dissipated in
write operations, caused by the required current to flip the
spin state.
During a cache block replacement, NVSim writes tag and
data in parallel, and so the latency is defined by the worst
latency between tag write and data write (here, the data write).
This is why the write latency in hybrid banks is always the
same as the latency in full STT-MRAM ones (Fig. 10).
Fig. 11 shows that in most of the scenario, the hybrid cache
requires lower read energy than SRAM.

For the LOP mode with normal access, hybrid bank performances exceeded baseline about 35%. In the LOP mode,
electrical SRAM CMOS parameters (Vdd, Vth, Cox...) are
modified in order to have a strong cache dynamic energy
reduction.
However, the hybrid cache still requires lower energy than
full STT-MRAM for read operations.
As expected, the hybrid bank has the best read latency in
sequential access mode: in tag array SRAM is faster than STTMRAM, and in large data array STT-MRAM is the fastest.
In the normal access mode, the hybrid bank has the same
performances as STT-MRAM banks.
For now, the hybrid cache is at least equal or better than
the full STT-MRAM cache.
Fig. 13 shows that the leakage current is greatly decreased
when using a STT-MRAM data array; the remaining leakage
is due to the peripheral circuits. Even if using a SRAM tag
affects this leakage current, the global leakage is still very
lower than the leakage of a classic SRAM cache.
Like for the leakage current, Fig. 14 shows that a STTMRAM data array is better in term of area than a SRAM
one. For large cache sizes, using a SRAM tag rather than a
STT-MRAM tag does not have a great impact on the area.
To summarize:
•
•

Read latency and dynamic energy: hybrid cache are better
than SRAM and full STT-MRAM caches.
Write latency: hybrid cache, like full STT-MRAM cache,
are a little slower than SRAM cache.

Fig. 12. 1 MB 16-way cache read latency (relative to classic SRAM)

Fig. 14. 1 MB 16-way cache area (relative to classic SRAM)

Fig. 13. 1 MB 16-way cache leakage (relative to classic SRAM)
Fig. 15. Normalized run time, 4 cores at 1 GHz
•
•

Area and leakage: hybrid cache is not as good as full
STT-MRAM cache, but still far better than SRAM cache.
Write dynamic energy: hybrid cache are halfway between
SRAM and full STT-MRAM caches.
IV. S YSTEM - LEVEL ANALYSIS

In order to go further and analyze the potential gains of
a hybrid cache over full SRAM and full STT-MRAM in a
realistic scenario, some applications have been simulated using
these architectures with the gem5 simulator [10], a processor
architecture simulator, and McPAT [11], an integrated power,
area, and timing modeling framework. Details of the simulated
architectures are shown in Table IV. Different workloads of
the Parsec 3.0 suite have been simulated, and results are
summarized in Fig. 15.

As expected too, the low-leakage of the STT-MRAM has a
clear impact on the L2 cache energy consumption, as shown
in Fig. 16.
Looking at the global energy consumption in Fig. 17, the
cores represent a large part of the energy consumption, and
the more cores there are the larger is that part. Still, the L2
cache is the second largest part. It represent early 33% of
the global energy consumption in the mono-core architecture
for this application. There is clearly a huge advantage to use
STT-MRAM in caches in order to reduce the microprocessor
consumption.
Finally, there is no relevant differences in global energy consumption using full STT-MRAM or hybrid cache. The gains
are dependent of the running application and the architecture,
so the main difference is in timing.
V. C ONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

TABLE IV
S IMULATED ARCHITECTURE
Core

ARMv7 ISA 1 GHz (out of order)

L1 data

Private SRAM 32 kB

L1 Instruction

Private SRAM 32 kB

L2

Shared SRAM / STT-MRAM / Hybrid 1MB

Main memory

DDR3 512 MB

The timing performance of STT-MRAM over SRAM is
really dependent of the application. But, the hybrid cache is
always better than a full STT-MRAM caches, as expected.

A fine-grained tag array and data array study was exposed in
this paper and a novel hybrid cache organization was proposed.
Simulations results show that the hybrid cache is a balanced
solution which uses both SRAM and STT-MRAM advantages:
reducing the energy consumption while maintaining a lowlatency response.
Architecture-level simulations demonstrate that the hybrid
cache is indeed better in consumption than a classic SRAM
cache, and so we can reduce the global consumption of an
architecture using STT-MRAM technology. Also, the hybrid
cache is faster than a full STT-MRAM cache, and their impact

(a)
Fig. 16. Normalized L2 cache energy, 4 cores at 1 GHz

on the global energy consumption are nearly the same for the
considered applications.
To go further and enhanced this analysis, a more detailed
approach should be done by using parameters of real implementations, in order to obtain a finer comparison and
estimation of the gains of the hybrid cache over a full STTMRAM cache.

(b)
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